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Abstract

In humans, more difficult decisions result in behavioural and physiological changes suggestive of increased arousal, but
little is known about the effect of decision difficulty in other species. A difficult decision can have a number of
characteristics; we aimed to monitor how finely balanced decisions, compared to unbalanced ones, affected the behaviour
and physiology of chickens. An unbalanced decision was one in which the two options were of unequal net value (1 (Q1) vs.
6 (Q6) pieces of sweetcorn with no cost associated with either option); a finely balanced decision was one in which the
options were of equal net value (i.e. hens were "indifferent" to both options). To identify hens’ indifference, a titration
procedure was used in which a cost (electromagnetic weight on an access door) was applied to the Q6 option, to find the
individual point at which hens chose this option approximately equally to Q1 via a non-weighted door. We then compared
behavioural and physiological indicators of arousal (head movements, latency to choose, heart-rate variability and surface
body temperature) when chickens made decisions that were unbalanced or finely balanced. Significant physiological (heart-
rate variability) and behavioural (latency to pen) differences were found between the finely balanced and balanced
conditions, but these were likely to be artefacts of the greater time and effort required to push through the weighted doors.
No other behavioural and physiological measures were significantly different between the decision categories. We suggest
that more information is needed on when best to monitor likely changes in arousal during decision-making and that future
studies should consider decisions defined as difficult in other ways.
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Introduction

Humans and non-human animals are faced with decisions in all

aspects of their lives [1,2]. The process of decision-making in

humans is associated with changes in behaviour and physiology,

including galvanic skin responses and heart-rate (HR) [3],

indicative of increased arousal. Moreover, more difficult decisions

lead to increases in such response parameters e.g. [4–7]. Although

behavioural and physiological processes have been studied during

decision-making in chickens [8], little is known about whether

decisions of greater difficulty result in increased arousal in non-

human species. Procedures involving decision-making are used

widely in animal research, such as when testing preferences for

environmental or social resources [9–11]. For example, choice

tests have been used to determine chickens’ preferred dustbathing

substrate [12] and lighting [13]. Since the results of these tests can

have practical, political and welfare implications, any procedural

influences must be considered as part of an overall interpretation

[14,15].

A complicating factor is that decisions may be ‘‘difficult’’ in

more than one way. A difficult decision might, for instance,

involve finely balanced options (e.g. two options with the same net

value: [16]), have the risk of a critical outcome (e.g. a risk of

predation: [17]), have an ambiguous outcome (e.g. insufficient

information available: [18]), vary in more than one dimension (e.g.

cost, motivation and resource type: [19]) or require processing of a

large amount of information (e.g. numerous options available:

[20]). When options are finely balanced (e.g. the net benefit of

accessing a large quantity of food with an associated cost is similar

to accessing a small quantity of food with no associated cost),

individuals are likely to become indifferent to the outcome,

choosing both options at approximately equal frequency. When

individuals are close to indifference, decisions may not be solved

by simple prioritisation (i.e. choosing the alternative with the

highest probability-weighted utility) e.g. [21,22]. Significantly

more cognitive effort is therefore invested in finely balanced

problems [23] and such decision-making can result in behavioural

indicators of frustration and anxiety [24]. In the present study we

focussed on comparing the physiology and behaviour of chickens

making decisions in which options were either finely balanced or

unbalanced.

An unbalanced decision was one in which two options were of

unequal net value (i.e. a small quantity of food vs. a large quantity

of food). The first part of our study used a titration methodology,
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in which weighted push-doors were used, to obtain individually-

determined points of indifference (i.e. a finely balanced decision).

The second part of our study compared the behaviour (head

movements and latency to choose) and physiology (surface body

temperature and heart-rate variability (HRV)) of individual

chickens when making finely balanced and unbalanced decisions.

Head movement increases and surface body temperature

decreases have been measured in chickens in response to both

aversive stimuli (head movements: [25]; surface body temperature:

[26–28]) and to a signalled palatable reward (head movements:

[8,29]; surface body temperature: [30]). Decreases in HRV, which

provides more information on the source of cardiac stimulation

(i.e. parasympathetic or sympathetic) than HR [31], occur in

response to acutely stressful situations in birds [32–34].

We predicted that around the time of finely balanced decision-

making, chickens would be more stressed, hence their HRV and

surface body temperature would decrease (from levels at the start

of the test) compared with an unbalanced alternative. We also

predicted that hens would show increased arousal during decision-

making (make more head movements) and have increased

latencies to choose, due to increased cognitive demand when

decisions were finely balanced.

Methods

Ethics Statement
All work was conducted under UK Home Office licence (30/

2779) and had University ethical approval. We also conducted the

study in compliance with ASAB ethical guidelines. The hens were

rehomed to small responsible free-range holdings after the study.

Animals, Housing and Husbandry
Sixteen Columbian Black Tail laying-hens were obtained at

approximately 16–18 weeks old from a commercial pullet rearer in

Devon. They were transported in poultry crates in a well-

ventilated van for approximately 2 h prior to delivery. On arrival

all birds were weighed, health-checked, treated with preventative

red mite powder (diatomaceous earth: Oak Tree Poultry) and

individually tagged for identification using numbered leg rings.

They were housed in groups of four, in four out of eight available

pens (0.9661.2 m, 2 m high) in the same room (home room).

During weekly cleaning, each group of four birds was switched to

the opposite pen within the same room to avoid a housing side-

bias. All birds were checked at least once per day and were

weighed weekly.

Hens in all pens were fed ad libitum feed (Farmgate Layers

Mash, BOCM Pauls, Ipswich, Suffolk, UK) via two external feed

troughs (total length: 0.77 m), reached by an opening in the pen

0.15 m from floor level. Water was provided via a hanging drinker

which was placed in the back corner of each pen (0.2 m high). A

nest box (0.3960.3860.47 m) and a round perch (0.25 m high,

stretching the width of the pen) were also provided. Wood

shavings were used as bedding at a depth of 5–10 cm. The room

temperature was kept at 19–22uC and the lighting schedule was 12

L: 12 D (light period 7 am–7 pm).

Experimental room and Procedure
The experimental room contained two pens (one on each side of

the room) of the same size as the home room, but which contained

no feeders, nest boxes or perches. The experimental pens could be

joined by a Perspex tunnel (1.7960.24 m, 0.47 m high), which

formed part of a T-maze apparatus. The experimental room was

separated from the home room by solid wooden doors and a

corridor, providing an area where hens could be tested away from

the noise of conspecifics. Within the experimental room, a CCTV

camera was attached to the ceiling above the test apparatus, which

was connected to a computer on one side of the room. Another

computer for electrocardiogram (ECG) monitoring was set-up on

the other side of the room.

Aim 1 – Establishing Finely Balanced and Unbalanced
Decisions

The first aim of this study was to devise a protocol for

identifying finely balanced and unbalanced decisions in individual

hens. This was achieved using the T-maze test apparatus described

above, with incorporated push-doors at each end of the Perspex

tunnel. Each push-door could be attached to an electromagnet to

alter the force required to push through the door (figure 1). The

first step to achieving this aim was to habituate and train the hens.

This was followed by a titration procedure.

After a five day settling period, habituation to the ECG

monitor, training to establish associations between feed bowls and

reward quantity, and habituation to the T-maze test procedure

(including push-doors) began. Habituation and training criteria

needed to be satisfied at each stage before individuals could

progress. Habituation and training took 4–5 weeks, depending on

individual progression.

ECG recording habituation. We made sure birds were

familiar with wearing a harness and an ECG monitor for later

phases of the study. ECG was recorded as in [8] using non-

invasive remote telemetric units [35] and ECG cables contained

within a harness. Hens were gradually habituated to wearing the

harness, initially using a simplified harness (with no monitor) for a

short period of time. As habituation criteria were met (that hens

were able to walk and behave normally in their home environment

without moving backwards or stopping excessively), the amount of

time wearing the harness was gradually increased in 15 min

increments, to a maximum time of 6 h. The ECG cables were

then added to the harness and finally the monitor (weighing

approx. 100 g). Harness habituation was conducted in both the

home and experimental rooms, including within the T-maze.

Training associations between feed bowl characteristics

and food reward. The hens were individually trained to

discriminate between two stimuli (feed bowls), each associated

with a different quantity of food (either 1 (Q1) or 6 (Q6) pieces of

sweetcorn). Sweetcorn was used instead of a more motivating

stimulus like mealworms [36] because we previously found that

HR increased considerably in anticipation of a mealworm reward

[8] and we wanted to focus on arousal caused by decision-making.

During preliminary studies, hens were motivated to eat the

sweetcorn reward. We chose to manipulate food quantity rather

than quality as we wanted to avoid individual differences in

preference for different food types.

The two feed bowls used for each hen were of different size (90

or 140 mm diameter) and colour (green or blue) to aid

discrimination of the reward quantity (Q1 and Q6). There were

four possible combinations of how size and colour were allocated

to reward quantity (figure 2), and bowl combinations were

systematically allocated so that one hen from each pen was

trained to each. Once hens approached both bowls without

stopping or hesitating, discrimination training continued in the T-

maze along with habituation to other aspects of the apparatus.

T-Maze Habituation. Initial habituation to the T-maze

apparatus was conducted in home groups by connecting opposite

pens in the home room with a tunnel. Three 3-h group sessions

were sufficient to ensure all hens in each group had walked

through the tunnel without showing fearful behaviour (stopping or

hesitating whilst walking). Habituation then continued individually
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in the experimental room until hens became accustomed to

leaving the start-box and walking through the tunnel with the

push-doors (figure 1) fixed open (approximately seven sessions). A

tunnel-door suspended by a pulley mechanism was then added to

the start-box, to prevent hens from entering the tunnel for a short

period at the start of each test (to allow for an initial assessment of

behaviour and physiology during the testing phase). To begin with,

hens were confined within the start-box for 5 s, but this was

gradually increased (when they showed no escape attempts or

excessive vocalisations) to 30 s (this took approximately five

sessions).

Once accustomed to an initial confinement period, habituation

to side-door removal began. The removable wooden side-doors of

the start-box were kept in place at the start of each test to prevent

hens from viewing the conditioned stimuli (feed bowls placed at

both pen entrances). After a 10 s period within the start-box, side-

doors were sequentially removed (to ensure that hens were looking

at the food bowls on either side of the T-maze) and replaced, then

both were removed simultaneously (viewing period). The tunnel-

door was then raised and birds were allowed 10 s to leave the start-

box (this took approximately six sessions).

When hens had successfully reached criteria in all other aspects

of the T-maze procedure, the push-doors (with no weight applied)

were introduced. It took approximately eight sessions to train all

hens (using sweetcorn) to push through the doors to access the feed

bowls. During habituation, a mixture of unidirectional and free-

choice trials was conducted and both side-door removal order and

the location of each reward quantity (Q1 or Q6) relative to the

start-box were systematically varied to ensure equally balanced

training. By the end of the training period, hens were well

habituated to handling and to all other aspects of the T-maze

(including the start-box), having completed approximately 50

individual training trials. If side biases became evident during

habituation, additional training was conducted.

Prior to discrimination training in the T-maze, hens were food

deprived for an individually-determined period of time to

standardise hunger motivation. We selected the minimum food

Figure 1. T-maze test apparatus consisting of a Perspex tunnel with push-doors and an attached wooden start-box. The tunnel
connects the two pens in the experimental room. A indicates the rear of the start-box which was made of black plastic. B indicates the wooden side-
doors which were removed to reveal wire mesh, through which the feed bowls could be viewed. C indicates the tunnel-door, which was raised using
a pulley mechanism to allow access to the tunnel. D marks the push-doors which were located at either end of the tunnel. E marks the pen-door
which was placed in the pen entrance once the hen entered the pen, to prevent her from re-entering the tunnel. F marks the electromagnet which
could be altered to change the force required to open the push-door.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108809.g001

Figure 2. Different coloured and sized feed bowls were used to
aid discrimination learning. The feed bowls used were counter-
balanced for colour and size, with four chickens being trained on each
of the four possible combinations (A–D).
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108809.g002
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deprivation period (tested during the training phase) that ensured

each hen would perform multiple (up to 8) consecutive tests. The

required period of food deprivation varied between hens, ranging

from 80 to 390 min. As we were using a within-subjects design, the

inter-hen range of food deprivation times should not influence

treatment-based findings.

When the doors were unweighted and hens consistently chose

the Q6 option in the T-maze (at least 90% of the time over

consecutive 12 sessions), they were deemed able to discriminate

between the two stimuli and this was defined as an unbalanced

decision. The mean percentage of Q6 choices made across the 12

consecutive sessions was 97%.

Titration Phase. The aim of the titration phase was to detect

the point at which the two options (Q1 and Q6) had the same net

value (i.e. a finely balanced decision). This was done by gradually

increasing the force required for hens to push through the Q6

push-door (Q1 door force was always zero), to find the point at

which Q6 and Q1 were selected with approximately equal

frequency (25–75% of choices) across 12 consecutive sessions. One

hen’s balance point fell outside the acceptable threshold and the

hen was excluded from further testing. A finely balanced decision

was defined for the remaining 15 hens – the mean percentage of

Q6 choices made across the 12 consecutive sessions was 49% –

with the electromagnetic force that had to be applied to the Q6

door varying greatly between individuals (figure 3). The door force

at the point of indifference can be seen in figure 4.

Aim 2 – Behavioural and Physiological Responses to
Balanced and Unbalanced Decisions

Once the unbalanced and finely balanced decisions had been

individually defined, each hen underwent 10 consecutive days of

testing during which aspects of their behaviour and physiology

were monitored. On each day (which involved either an

unbalanced or a finely balanced decision), hens were food

deprived as for training, before being given two unidirectional

(forced) trials (one to either option) followed by one free-choice test

(when the door weights remained as in the forced trials). The

forced trials allowed hens to ‘assess’ whether the free-choice test

would be unbalanced or finely balanced. The test protocol is

outlined in figure 5. Prior to starting each free-choice test, the

ECG monitor and a stopwatch were activated simultaneously. The

test commenced when hens were placed in the start-box and

confined for 10 s with the wooden side-doors in place, so that

initial (start-box) physiological measures could be taken without

conditioned stimuli (feed bowls) being visible. The side-doors were

sequentially removed from the start-box for 5 s and replaced, and

then both side-doors were simultaneously removed for a 10 s

viewing period. The tunnel-door was then raised, allowing access

to the push-doors (‘the push-door period’). Once hens had

accessed their chosen feed bowl via the push-door, the pen-door

was closed and they were confined within the pen for 90 s (to allow

consumption of their reward: ‘the pen period’). If a hen failed to

enter the tunnel within the first 60 s of each test, she was gently

encouraged into the tunnel and the tunnel-door was replaced. A

maximum time of 300 s was given for hens to enter a pen, after

which time the test was stopped and the hen was removed from

the T-maze.

Only one free-choice test was given each day to ensure that

hunger motivation was kept as constant as possible throughout the

experiment. Tests were carried out on each individual at the same

time of day across the testing phase. Five tests were conducted per

hen for both finely balanced and unbalanced decisions during the

testing period. The order in which each hen experienced each

decision category was systematically alternated, with no more than

two consecutive tests from either decision category. The side of the

T-maze where Q1 and Q6 were presented, the order of

unidirectional trials and the order of side-door removal were also

systematically alternated using the same criteria. Side biases were

investigated and checked as the experiment progressed. The

unidirectional trials given ensured that hens visited both sides of

the T-Maze.

For each free-choice test, the following measures were taken

during the push-door period: the latency to the push-door, the

number of switches between push-doors and the number of

attempts made to enter the pen. The side of the T-maze which

hens first tried to enter was recorded as their ‘first push’ and their

Figure 3. The electromagnet setting at which individual hens chose Q6 within our defined threshold of 25–75% (dashed line) of
choices across 12 consecutive trials, measured at the end of the titration phase.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108809.g003
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‘ultimate choice’ was also noted. The latency to the push-door and

latency to the pen were both recorded as outlined in figure 5. A

CCTV camera was fixed above the start-box and video was

continuously recorded using WebCCTV software. The videos

were analysed using The Observer Software version 10.0 to

measure the number of head movements during the 10 s viewing

period.

Throughout each free-choice test, the ECG was recorded

continuously onto a micro-SD flash card which was inserted into

the monitor. The monitor communicated with a base unit

(attached to a computer via USB connection) and was controlled

using RVC Telemetry Software version 1.5. HRV data were

extracted using Spike 2 Software (version 6) from three 10 s

periods: start-box, viewing and pen. As we were primarily

interested in whether more difficult decisions induced arousal,

we extracted two measures of HRV which are influenced by both

branches of the autonomic nervous system [37] – mean interbeat

interval (RR) and the quotient of the standard deviation of

interbeat intervals and RR (i.e. the coefficient of variance (SDNN/

RR)). Measures of HRV were taken at the start of each test (start-

box period) to check for individual differences and to account for

the influence of handling on arousal.

Surface body temperature was also recorded during the start-

box and viewing periods using a thermal video camera (FLIR

SC305), and was extracted using FLIR ResearchIR Software

version 1.2 SP2. The rear surface of the wooden start-box was

made from black plastic (through which we were able to detect

heat radiation from the chicken), allowing us to record surface

body temperature without hens being able to view the experi-

menter. The emissivity of the black plastic was calculated to be

0.292. A clear image of the side of the head was taken from each

video to obtain the eye and maximum head temperature (hottest

part of exposed skin). Video was recorded at 3 frames/second so it

was usually possible to obtain clear images even if hens were

moving.

Statistical Analysis
The data were analysed using IBM SPSS Statistics 19. Fifteen

hens were given 10 free-choice tests each. HRV data were not

collected from one individual as she did not behave normally when

wearing the monitor during training. This hen did not wear the

monitor during testing, hence we did not collect HRV data from

her reducing the HRV sample to 14 individuals. Temperature,

head movement and latency data were collected for all 15

Figure 4. The association between the door force (in Newtons) at indifference and mean ±1 SE SDNN/RR (dark grey) and eye
temperature (light grey) during the viewing period when making finely balanced decisions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108809.g004

Figure 5. The test procedure during the testing phase. A stopwatch was used to monitor the precise time at which each event occurred so
that accurate start-box and viewing period HRV and temperatures could be extracted from the data files.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108809.g005
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individuals. Prior to conducting analyses we investigated the

possibility of interactions by visual, inspection of plotted results for

all measured variables and found no evidence of such interactions.

For each set of data, the assumptions of parametric testing were

checked and data were transformed if possible, then analysed

using paired-samples t-tests. Where transformations were not

possible or unsatisfactory, Wilcoxon tests were used. For analyses,

a mean of each measure (% Q6 choices, RR intervals, SDNN/

RR, head movements, maximum head and eye temperature,

latency to first push and pen, number of switches made, number of

attempts to enter the pen) was taken from the five repeats to each

hen, to look for differences between finely balanced and

unbalanced decisions during the relevant periods (start-box,

viewing, push-door, pen). Unless otherwise stated, means 6 SE

are presented (in figures or text) for parametric data and the

median, interquartile range (IQR) and range are presented for

non-parametric data as appropriate. A measure of effect size is

given alongside significant results. As means were used for the

analyses, the range of individual hen standard deviations is given

where appropriate.

Results

Aim 1 – Establishing Finely-Balanced and Unbalanced
Decisions

To validate the titration procedure, the percentage of Q6

choices made during the testing phase was calculated. Overall,

significantly more Q6 choices were made in the unbalanced

condition (median: 100; IQR: 60–100; range: 60–100%) than in

the finely balanced condition (median: 60; IQR: 40–80; range: 0–

100%; Wilcoxon signed rank test: z = 2.83, n = 15, p,0.01,

r = 0.52).

Aim 2 – Behavioural and Physiological Responses to
Balanced and Unbalanced Decisions

Start-box period. There were no significant differences

between treatments in RR intervals (range of individual standard

deviation: finely balanced = 3.5–22.4 ms, unbalanced = 4.3–

10.7 ms; paired samples t-test: t13 = 0.43, p = 0.68, figure 6a) or in

SDNN/RR (range of individual standard deviation: finely

balanced = 0.004–0.03, unbalanced = 0.004–0.03; paired samples

t-test: t13 = 0.72, p = 0.49, figure 6b). There were also no

significant differences in start-box maximum head temperature

(range of individual standard deviation: finely balanced = 0.9–

5.2uC, unbalanced = 1.2–4.1uC; paired samples t-test: t14 = 0.91,

p = 0.38, figure 7a) or eye temperature (range of individual

standard deviation: finely balanced = 1.3–3.8uC, unbalanced

= 1.4–4.2uC; paired samples t-test: t14 = 0.71, p = 0.49, figure 7b)

between finely balanced and unbalanced decisions.

Viewing period. During the viewing period, there was no

significant difference in RR between finely balanced and

unbalanced decisions (range of individual standard deviation:

finely balanced = 2.4–15.0 ms, unbalanced = 2.7–13.8 ms; paired

samples t-test: t13 = 0.28, p = 0.79, figure 6a). However, there was

a strong trend for a lower SDNN/RR when making a finely

balanced decision compared to an unbalanced one (range of

individual standard deviation: finely balanced = 0.006–0.01,

unbalanced = 0.002–0.05; t13 = 2.10, p = 0.055, figure 6b). There

was a significant negative correlation between the door weight at

indifference and SDNN/RR during the viewing period (Pearson

correlation coefficient = 20.68, n = 14, p = 0.008, figure 4). There

were no significant differences between treatments in the number

of head movements (range of individual standard deviation: finely

balanced = 0.7–3.8, unbalanced = 0.5–2.9; t14 = 0.26, p = 0.80)

or in the maximum head (range of individual standard deviation:

finely balanced = 1.3–4.2uC, unbalanced = 1.2–3.7uC; t14 = 0.65,

p = 0.52, figure 7a) and eye temperatures (range of individual

standard deviation: finely balanced = 1.1–3.8uC, unbalanced

= 1.5–3.7uC; t14 = 0.81, p = 0.43, figure 7b). There was also a

significant negative correlation between the door weight at indiffer-

ence and the eye temperature during the viewing period (Pearson

correlation coefficient = 0.55, n = 15, p = 0.033, figure 4).

Push-door period. Latency to the first push on a door was

not significantly influenced by experimental condition (range of

individual standard deviation: finely balanced = 1.0–36.5 s,

unbalanced = 0.4–50.1 s; paired-samples t-test: t14 = 0.08,

p = 0.94). Hens did make significantly more switches between

push-doors (finely balanced: median: 0.2; range: 0–0.6; unbal-

anced: median: 0; range: 0–0; Wilcoxon signed rank test: z = 2.59,

n = 15, p = 0.01, r = 0.47) and significantly more attempts to enter

the pen (finely balanced: median: 1.6; range: 1–6.2; unbalanced:

median: 1; range: 1–1.4; z = 3.06, n = 15, p,0.01, r = 0.56,

figure 8a) in the finely balanced treatment compared to when

the decision was unbalanced.

Pen period. Hens took significantly longer to reach the pen

when making finely balanced decisions compared to unbalanced

ones (range of individual standard deviation: finely balanced 1.6–

56.5 s, unbalanced = 0.5–68.5 s; paired samples t-test: t14 = 2.73,

p = 0.02, eta squared = 0.35, figure 8b). Once in the pen, the RR

interval was significantly shorter (range of individual standard

deviation: finely balanced = 3.0–20.8 ms, unbalanced = 1.9–

9.9 ms; t13 = 3.22, p = 0.007, eta squared = 0.46, figure 6a) and

the SDNN/RR was significantly lower (range of individual

standard deviation: finely balanced = 0.001–0.05, unbalanced

= 0.005–0.03; t13 = 2.46, p = 0.029, eta squared = 0.34, figure 6b)

when hens had made finely balanced decisions compared to

unbalanced ones.

Discussion

Our titration methodology, based on the idea that two options

are substitutable when they are of equal net value [16], was

successful in determining the cost (the force needed to open the

access door) required for hens to choose a larger food reward at an

equivalent frequency to a smaller food reward. The electromag-

netic force required to generate finely balanced choices varied

between individuals, highlighting the importance of conducting

this protocol on an individual hen basis. Finely balanced decisions

between two substitutable options are likely to be inherently more

difficult than unbalanced decisions [16,23,24], so our method

allowed subsequent testing of behavioural and physiological

correlates of this aspect of decision difficulty in hens. The titration

method we have developed could also prove useful in examining

the effect of this aspect of decision difficulty in other species.

Three significant physiological and behavioural differences were

found between the finely balanced and unbalanced conditions, but

all of these occurred outside the ‘viewing period’ (when we

expected hens to make their decision and that arousal caused by

decision-making would be detectable) after hens had left the start-

box. Measures were taken during the push-door and pen periods

to monitor the effect of the decision consequence on arousal.

Under finely balanced conditions, hens took longer to reach the

pen and there were differences in the two measures of HRV: mean

RR interval was significantly shorter and the coefficient of

variance (SDNN/RR) was significantly lower when hens had

made finely balanced decisions. These differences are likely to be

artefacts of the additional time and effort caused by hens having to

push against the weighted door, of them switching more often
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between push-doors, and of additional attempts to enter the pen in

the finely balanced condition. We had predicted that decreases in

measures of HRV in the pen and longer latencies to pen in the

finely balanced condition would be accompanied by a decrease in

HRV during the viewing period and an increased latency to the

first push, if affected by the difficulty of the decision. Although the

coefficient of variance was influenced by experimental condition,

the difference was not quite statistically significant, and there were

no treatment-related differences in latency to the first push and the

RR interval, suggesting that the observed differences in pen

measures were unlikely to be caused by the difficulty of decision-

making. We did find however, that the door weight at indifference

was negatively correlated with some measures of arousal during

the viewing period (eye temperature and the coefficient of

variance), suggesting that hens pushing heavier doors may have

anticipated the extra weight.

We found no other significant influences of experimental

condition on the eye and maximum head temperature change

or on the number of head movements made during decision-

making. This could be interpreted in several ways. First, although

the perceived difficulty of a decision affects human behaviour and

physiology [4–7], it might not result in the same responses around

the time of decision-making in other animals or more specifically

in birds. However, previous research has shown that some non-

human animals, such as dolphins, gorillas and honey bees, behave

similarly to humans during other types of difficult tasks [18,38,39].

The key difference may therefore relate to the manner in which a

decision is defined as difficult. In the aforementioned studies, the

type of difficult decisions examined tends to involve a degree of

uncertainty, for example as a result of ambiguous cues. And in the

studies of human arousal during decision-making, difficult

decisions often involved a degree of risk [5,6,7]. These are factors

that we are currently examining in separate work, but here we

explored behavioural and physiological effects of an aspect of

decision difficulty that has not previously been examined in other

species (i.e. a decision between two options of equal net value).

Figure 6. Mean ±1 SE (a) RR interval, (b) coefficient of variance (SDNN/RR), during each period within the test when making finely
balanced (dark grey) and unbalanced (light grey) decisions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108809.g006
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One reason why the birds were not aroused when making finely

balanced decisions may have been because they adopted a simple

non-arousing strategy to deal with the situation. When humans

must make decisions but are indifferent to the outcomes, they can

adopt strategies such as choosing randomly, consistently choosing

one option (status quo maintenance) or alternating between

options e.g. [40–42]. Although potentially costly in terms of time

[23], the use of non-evaluative decision strategies may be less

arousing than evaluative decision-making in humans, though to

our knowledge this has not been tested. Possibly our finely

balanced decisions were difficult, but not stressful enough to result

in physiological arousal.

One additional possibility is that the overall method and the

behavioural and physiological measures we took were not sensitive

enough to detect changes during the relevant period. However, we

have previously found strongly significant changes in these

measures in our related studies with chickens [8] and others have

found differences in these measures in anticipation of and in

response to positive and negative stimuli [25,27,29,30]. Often

during human decision-making experiments, antecedents and

consequences of decision-making are monitored, rather than

directly measuring changes during the process, due to the difficulty

of identifying the exact point at which decisions are made. For the

purpose of our current experiment, we considered that the birds’

decision period most likely coincided with the 10-s viewing period,

when the hens could view options but not yet access them. It is

possible that hens did not make their choice during our defined

decision period, or that changes in arousal occurred later than we

had predicted. The coefficient of variance (HRV) showed a strong

trend ( p = 0.055) towards a significant difference between our

experimental conditions which suggests that some decreases in

HRV occurred during the viewing period. It is possible that a

time-lag between decision-making and the onset of physiological

arousal exists.

Although the titration methodology we developed was successful

in identifying finely balanced and unbalanced decisions in

individual chickens, to progress work in this area more information

is needed on when best to monitor changes in arousal during

decision-making. Additionally, future work could aim to identify

whether such finely balanced decisions result in behavioural and

physiological arousal in other species, and to explore alternative

definitions of difficult decisions. As experimental protocols

involving decision-making are used widely in animal welfare

research [9–11], it is essential that all procedural influences are

taken into consideration for an accurate interpretation of results.

Figure 7. Mean ±1 SE (a) maximum head temperature, (b) eye temperature, during the start-box and viewing periods when making
finely balanced (dark grey) and unbalanced (light grey) decisions.
doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0108809.g007
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